In the article general approaches to design of long-span membrane roofs which are based on the use of limiting state method, and direct methods of the reliability theory are formulated. Criteria of reliability for an assessment of design solutions of structures are formulated, the general approaches to their determination are given on the basis of a probabilistic form of final element method and engineering method of reliability indicators determination. Some data are given about structural non-linearity influence on the element stability estimation of external compressed-bent contour of the membrane roofs on rectangular and elliptic plans.
Introduction
Presently prevalence of membrane constructions employment in long-span roofs of sport building attained a considerable level. This is largely contributed of holding the Olympics-80 in Moscow when a number of unique objects were erected with membrane roofs of different modifications [1] :
Indoor Stadium on pr. Mira -a shell of positive Gaussian curvature, stabilized with hanging trusses; Universal sports hall "Izmailovo" -joined membrane shell of zero curvature on the cruciform supporting contour; Universal sports hall and complex for football and athletics CSKA Moscow -in the form of "hard" membranes (spatial units with pre-stressed sheets); Cycle track in Krylatskoye -the shell of negative curvature, stabilized by the surface shape and others.
New impetus to the use of such structures was given to the construction of a new generation of stadiums, for which the stationary roofs over the stadium became an inherent part, thanks to increasingly stringent requirements of international sports organizations (see Figure 1 and Figure 2 ). Membrane roofs over the stadium have all the benefits of traditional hanging roofs [2, 15] : high economic efficiency due to the overlapping long spans associated with low consumption of materials, high operational readiness of the main structural elements, the ability to use technological methods of installation, architectural expressiveness and disadvantages: heightened deformability associated mainly with the kinematic movements that are typical for systems which have an excessive number of degrees of freedom (the presence of large elastic deformations here has a minor role in comparison with the main structural elements of guyed and hanging constructions -ropes), necessity of stabilizing system installation to limit the kinematic movements of roof, the necessity of strut perception from the span part of the construction and installation of appropriate support structures.Unfortunately, insufficient knowledge of the new structural forms and some of the problems that appeared during maintenance of the existing objects, still limit their use. Thereby, in the article the approaches to solve only some of these problems are regarded, namely: providing the required level of the membrane roof reliability, at the design stage and throughout the life cycle, reliability indices determination of designed structures at the design stage, some design issues (in particular, ensuring the element stability of external compressed-bent contour).
Ensuring of the membrane roofs reliability at the design stage
In the most general sense the essence of the building object design is to ensure the required level of reliability (bearing capacity, longevity, durability) under the action of the given loads and impacts throughout the life cycle. As a rule, such requirements can be executed on the basis of the use of 2 approaches: design based on the limiting state method, the use of direct methods of reliability theory, that requires the computation of designing structure reliability indices and comparing them with the normalized values.
In this case, the correct use of the limiting state method with reasonably justifiable number of partial reliability coefficients allows you to get the design solutions which are comparable in efficiency with the solutions obtained using the reliability theory method [3] .
From this point of view the domestic normative documents are based on national technological traditions within which in the system of partial coefficients the work conditions coefficient c is traditionally used, for long-span membrane roofs authors offered a detailed valuation [4, 16] due to the divergence of geometric dimension, strength features of sheet metal and the initial geometric imperfections. It can be specified by the formula c c t c g , Design based on the use of direct methods of reliability theory [17, 18] , is also allowed and regulated by the modern normative documents [5, 6] . It should be noted that the high level of responsibility of the objects, the exploitation of which is associated with the presence of a large number of people, upstages the issues of economy, rationality and other requirements, and puts on the first place the reliability requirements of the designed object [19] . However, it is known that the execution of the requirements of the limiting states method does not allow to compare the reliability level of different designed variants correctly and choose the best one. Everything mentioned increases the importance of approaches to the design based on the use of reliability theory methods, but the put questions about the practical calculation of the range failure of the designing long-span membrane structures, directly through the function of the normalized distribution which is associated with the probability of failure P f , for its subsequent comparison with normalized value ex .
. The following sections of the article are devoted to specific aspects of this approach implementation for longspan membrane roofs over the stadium stands.
The reliability indices determination of designed structures at the stage of design
One of the main difficulties of the problem being solved is to formulate approaches to calculation of the reliability indices of projected repeatedly statically indeterminate combined structure (membrane + supporting contours) in a way that would have a rather simple form and could be used without difficulties in the design practice. Taking into account the complication and multi-elements of the system, exact determination of reliability index is very difficult. An alternative to this approach may be to find a certain interval, where there will be the required value [7] : 
Thus, the formulation of elements reliability index of designed structure regarding to the parameters and factors mentioned above, can be realized on the basis of the approaches which were described in the works by A.R. Rzhanitsyn and S.A. Cornell. Considering that, generally, the reliability distribution function Y differs from the normal, determination of the probability Ỹ can be executed using the Gram-Charlier series where the first term of the series is a normal distribution function F 0 , the second and the third ones ( (2) and (3) ) -derivatives from the normal distribution function, taken with the corresponding coefficients S and E, that allows to take into account the Calculation of random variables of reduced stresses, which are necessary for determination of the reliability index, may be accomplished using a probabilistic interpretation of finite element method. However, the major disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a presence of specific zones in calculated membrane structures which differ by equal stress strain state. The approximation of these zones with a considerable number of finite elements, on the basis of probabilistic finite element calculation, allows to form a stable (within the zone!) samplings of reduced stresses np for describing of the distribution law of Y. As a consequence, there is the substantial dependence of the calculation of final results accuracy on the parameters of the formed samplings and the possibility of using this approach only as a unit of scientific research to analyze patterns of change in reliability indices of studied structural forms or reliability analysis of some unique objects.
In connection with this for the mass implementation of the reliability indices analysis of projected critical objects in the form of long-span membrane roofs, an engineering approach can be offered, which will be based on a combination of classical approaches to assess the reliability of structural systems as serial and parallel connection of elements [9] :
where P m -probability of non-failure system work, that consists of m consistently connected independent elements, P i -probability of non-failure system work of element i.
where P m -probability of non-failure system work, that consists of m parallel connected independent elements, P i -probability of non-failure system work of element i.
Considering that a calculated system in a simplified form can be represented as a chain of consistently connected elements "external contour -membrane -internal contour", the failure of any of them may lead to the failure of the whole system. Due to this the probability of non-failure system work with sufficient accuracy for engineering calculations may be described by a formula (5), as
where P f,syst -the probability of the overall system failure, P f,ext.con P f,int.con -the probability of the external and internal supporting contours failure, made in the form of bar elements, which can be determined by the level of maximum acting stresses in the most dangerous section, P f,span -the probability of the roof span part failure, which can be determined as for the system 10 ... 12 of the most stressed elements connected in parallel.
The main points of such an approach were formulated in [10, 11] , they were devoted to analyzing the reliability of structures in the form of hanging bar shells with a large cut on the elliptic plan. For the considered membrane structures, of course, it is necessary to make an adjustment, which should take into account the difference:
in the formulation of failure criteria between the bar and the membrane elements, in the used dependencies between the non-dimensional space-stiffness parameters and the stress strain state parameters.
About the influence of structural non-linearity on stability assessment of external compressed-bent contour of the membrane roofs
One of the not sufficiently explored points of membrane roof calculation and design is the analysis of compressed-bent supporting contour stability of membrane roofs, as a result, it is not duly reflected in the normative documents for the design. One of the few work in this direction is the work [12] , where within the formulated hypothesis (the presence of compressive stresses in the marginal area of the membrane shell, which cannot be perceived by a thin sheet without loss of stability, eliminates the possibility of supporting effect by a stretched sheet of compressed-bent supporting contour in certain parts of the construction) the idea to give a designed scheme of the supporting contour as a beam fixed on a elastic fictitious inhomogeneous foundation, which provides the load from the span part of the roof is proposed (see Figure 3a) . Incidentally, a similar phenomenon can be observed not only in the membrane roofs on rectangular plan but also on elliptical plan (see Figure 3b Despite the significance of the results, in our opinion some problem points that require clarification presuppositions to the research and correction of the data should be noted:
-for considered roofs on square and rectangular plans it is supposed to apply a wide range of basic design parameters that, in the end, could lead to the creation of roofs with obviously "non-working" characteristics;
-the behavior of compressed-bent contours of sagging membrane roofs on elliptic plans is not absolutely studied, but biaxial compression zone can occur there under the influence of unevenly distributed loadings of the membrane marginal zone within which the membrane does not provide a supporting effect in the form of elastic foundation for compressed-bent contour.
The use of finite element analysis allows to specify a separate assumptions of the methodology for calculating the stability of the supporting contour in membrane roof [20] . In our opinion, the main disadvantage of the implemented approach is the use of a simplified idea that thin sheet membrane equally takes both compressive and tensile stresses, and, a consequence, the approach to the determination of l 0 = (0.92…1)a is very simplified and poorly reasoned. A number of works (in particular [14] ) specifies on the unreasonableness of such approach, in these works it is proved in an experimental and theoretical way that the ability to perceive the compressive stresses k c = / determined by the Gaussian curvature of the membrane shell, where:
-k c = 0.1…0.2 -for plates loaded by lateral force, -k c = 0.15 -for plates loaded in the plane, -k c = 0.25 -for cylindrical shells, -k c = 0.5…0.7 -for hyperbolic paraboloid.
Further realization of the construction calculation is possible by using 2-stage methodology applied in the following algorithm: stage 1: -carrying out the initial construction calculation to rank the elements of marginal zone of the membrane by 3 types (type 1 -dual-tensioned, type 2 -compressed-tensioned, type 3 -dual-compressed). Thus all the membrane elements are considered as to be receiving compressing and tension forces equally in the shell, stage 2:
-the formation of a designed scheme for the calculation of stability of supporting contour with the usage in modeling the membrane compressed elements. For the formation of such scheme the finite elements are used in the form of an orthotropic shell, for which the bearing capacity decrease of the elements in the direction of the compressed membrane realized by the reduction of modulus of elasticity E in this direction, as k E, -the initial deviation from straightness supporting contour in the form of (1/700)L (where L -the length of side of the supporting contour) is introduced in the idealized designed scheme, -solving the problem of stress strain state in geometrically nonlinear formulation using the incremental loading method with adjusting the initial construction geometry at each step of loading, -fixing the time of an abrupt increase in deformation (disruption that is directly proportional to "Fthe value N cr , according to the moment of the bar stability loss.
Carrying out the calculations by the offered scheme allowed to fix the following results: ) for roofs on a square (rectangular) plan: -the calculations fulfilled according to the 2-stages methodology, which was described above, (see Figure 4 and slope of the tangent dependence "F -" at the point of the stability loss (see Figure 5 . a, b); -the fulfilled calculations of adjusted scheme (see Figure 6 ) with the usage of the described criteria allowed to specify the buckling force magnitude of the stability loss in compressed-bent element of supporting contour of membrane roof on a rectangular plan and to compare it with the designed decision; -the calculations for the formation of a refined designed scheme were fulfilled in a similar way according to the 2-stages methodology (see Figure 7 a, b) ;
-for the determination of stability loss criteria of elliptical supporting contour, similar to the control bar element modeling, the numerical modeling of the process of the elements stability loss in the form of a circular and elliptical rings loading with deformational load was fulfilled (see Figure 8) ;
-the fulfilled calculations of adjusted scheme (see Figure 9 ) with the usage of the described criteria allowed to determine the buckling force magnitude of the stability loss in compressed-bent element of supporting contour of membrane roof on an elliptic plan for the first time.
Conclusions
1. To ensure the design reliability of the considered structures within the method of limiting states, which is implemented in the normative documents on the basis of domestic technological traditions, the usage of a differential coefficient of working conditions of the membrane roof span part c with taking into consideration the steel grade and thickness of metal sheet, as well as the magnitude of finite geometric imperfections due to the used installation method was recommended.
2. To estimate the designed reliability of the objects through the use of direct methods of reliability theory for the considered structures as combined multiple statically indeterminate systems, the approach based on the determination of the upper and lower limit of the calculated reliability index was suggested. At the same time, to calculate the reliability upper limit of the system, the possibility of using as probabilistic modification of the finite element method, and engineering methods based on the consideration of the classical (serial and parallel) scheme of element connection was justified.
3. It is recommended to carry out the estimation of compressed-bent contours stability of membrane roofs basing on structural and nonlinear character of the membrane roof work, which implies the limited ability of a compressive stress perception by a thin sheet. Using a refined calculated scheme combined with suggested deformation criteria will allow to specify values N cr up 40% for roofs on a rectangular plan and to offer their values for roofs on the elliptic plan for the first time. Stress values analysis in the contour shows, that if to use low carbon or low alloy steels as a contour material, the stability loss will occur at the elastic-plastic stage that will require appropriate additional research. . Dependence "load -horizontal displacement in the contour center" for membrane roof on a rectangular plan for 1 -an ideal isotropic scheme, 2 -an ideal orthotropic scheme, 3 -an orthotropic scheme with initial imperfection. 
